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FearOrLove.com Newsletter Sept. 2012

Something is.....

Different.....!
by Leah
LaChapelle

Scene From the 2nd movie in the trilogy The Matrix Reloaded,
"Neo stopping the sentinels":

(-Neo, Trinity, Morpheus, and Link are running for their lives
from the attacking sentinels, totally outmatched in size and force.-)
Neo: “We won’t make it.”
Trinity: “We have to try…..”
(- Neo stops running and faces the pursuing lethal sentinels Trinity is quizzical -)
Neo: “Something is different. I can feel them.”
(- Neo stands in his “different” power and directs his energy toward
the sentinels, which somehow neutralizes their attack.-)
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- Neo stopping the
sentinels ***********************************************

Something….. IS….. different!
It feels good to be finding our pivot place, heading into the big turn
towards Dec. 21, 2012 and beyond. Humanity is shifting awake. Daily
so called living in “fight or flight” must end. Whether we like it (or
not….?), the design for Humanity IS to move into sustained worldwide
peace! That requires an upgrade.
Are you noticing pivotal moments where you experience your
vibrational reality coming from within, as in coming out of situational
fear, and standing in a new vibration? If so, your presence is received
with gladness! If not, that’s OK!!!! There’s no one right way or
schedule. Consider that this article is your personal invitation you
have drawn to yourself, to grow in power on behalf of our planet.
The following steps are for engaging those
pivotal upgrade moments:
1. Declare that something is different!
Just speaking this opens a new window!
After all,
we’ve been doing a lot of work to
get here:
Meditating, serving, meeting and gathering,
belief shifting, corresponding, opening
fields ofpossibility, investing, taking risks,
researching and studying, attending conferences and seminars out the
wazoo, receiving and ministering healing, making pilgrimages, etc. So
come on! When the car breaks down or your roommate is on your
nerves, Declare: Something’s different! Or when something good
comes your way, tap in to love you have for yourself at an even deeper
level.
2. Move about with [far] less fear. We’ve given way too much room to
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fear as the primary ingredient to our vibrational makeup. We now
have access to more tools and less fear. This is good news! Be
grateful for the fear, as it has served as a backdrop for learning the
ways of love, which incidentally, is why we’re here.
3. Relax. Relax your skeleton. The Universe is full of what we need.
Replace old complaints with “I always have what I need.” Do
whatever you do because you choose to. Breathe.
4. Choose your languaging as your preferred vibrational operating
system. Drop the disempowering slave talk. (“I have to”, “I need to”,
“I’ve got to”, etc.) Really…..? “I choose”, “I Am”, “I can” is very
empowering liberated talk.
5. Look to see what’s there that you can create as new. Say “yes” to
new and different things other than to what you have in the past. And
say “no” to some new and different things than before, too. Our
neuro-pathways make ruts for our thinking. Take responsibility for
getting out of your old ruts and for maintaining your creativity and
vitality.
6. Interface differently with water. Consider that it is sacred and we
don’t really know what water actually is.
“We are 95 % water when we are born. We are 75%
water when we are an adult. Therefore, we are mostly
water. Our earth is the same. 70% of its surface is
covered by water.
That’s why our planet is called the “Water
Planet”…

… Isn’t earth very much like us?”

Love Bottles
Emoto Peace Project,
“I Am Sorry - Please Forgive Me - Thank You - I Love You”
wholesale and retail.
http://www.lovebottleorders.net

7. When negative news of large scale disaster or that of personal
tradgedy comes into your eargate/eyegate, allow the news to move
through you as a “vibration cloud” that lets you know about it, without
it gripping you or taking up residence, to overwhelm or oppress you.
Do this on a personal basis as well, when having a negative thought.
Let discordant things pass through you.
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8. Do it NOW, whatever it is. Whatever you’ve been putting off to
heal, design, share, transform, energize, express, experience, do it
now. “This Now” is how you are creating (y)our future. Let’s make it
a positive one.
9. Be willing to …. let….. go. Let …. go ….. gradually,,,,, of your
extreme identification with form. Find a new interest level, for the
sake of the whole, for letting go of whatever has been imprisoning
you. These life challenges that seem to keep coming at us aren’t
happening TO us, they’re happening FOR us. We’re all learning this
together!
10. Stop fighting, fussing and fixing, and start finessing. Choose to
come out of the drama. Step into your intuitive wisdom. Become
centered in your true sovereign self. Let refreshing humility and
alignment flow through you, so that you begin to magnetize the
goodness that life has to offer.
11. Become very powerful and adroit
in bringing YOUR energy TO any situation.
read

The Post History Declaration of
Interdependence
We entered post history on 9/11/2011
http://www.fearorlove.com/founding2.htm

< <Which one are You?
Be in “Your Standing”
through being ONE.
Humanity is shifting - Now!
Check to see if you feel exactly the same on the inside, as you did
even 3 months ago, or if anything at all is different. Whether you’re
the same or different, get ready for an energetic upgrade. Many of us
have begun to catch ourselves much more efficiently, when having
thoughts and actions that are counter-productive or disempowering for
us individually, and for Earth as a whole. (We are right on schedule!!)
As a result, a field of possibility is opening up for us for experimenting
with new energy observations and activations. I suggest that we not
start with "life or death situations", but start with basic scenarios and
work up to those if/as necessary…..!
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In the 3rd movie The Matrix
Revolutions, the Oracle reveals to Neo
that when he stopped the sentinels,
what he felt was ….. the Source.
ALLOW SOMETHING TO FEEL
DIFFERENT.
Feel the Source.....
.....flow through you to transform
yourself, and our world!
Listen to Leah’s companion show archive to this article:
“Something Is….. Different!” on her monthly guest appearance on
Soul Journeys Radio with host Christie Czajkowski
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hBbDjkUMrU
"If you are battling old patterns of resistance that weigh you down,
and would like help that can propel you into a higher gear for our
planetary ascent, I am at your service." Leah
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Leah LaChapelle is a Trans-dimensional Awakening Coach in Austin, Texas.
To book your Waking Up To….. Me! personal session with Leah, simply send
an email to: leah@fearorlove.com.
Visit www.FearOrLove.com
(New Paradigm sliding scale of $11-$77 for 1 ½ hours by Phone, Skype,
Google + Hangout, or In Person)
Gift Certificates also available
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